
I. Trauma - A Brief Overview 

     Trauma is a condition that affects the physiology of the whole person.

It impacts neural and biological pathways, emotions, and the cognitive,

imaginative and psychological capacities of an affected individual. Trauma

is a systemic event that impacts an array of regions within the body and 

mind.1 Trauma is the result of one, or a series of experiences that the individual 

perceives as life threatening. It occurs when "both internal and external 

resources are inadequate to cope with external threat" 2 The more an

individual has been exposed to violence, severe conflict and deprived

social conditions, the greater the likelihood and severity of the trauma.3

      

    For many years, the fields of psychology and psychiatry have classified 

trauma as a simple psychological issue. Overwhelming evidence produced in 

the last 30 years has broadened and complicated this classification. Bessel A. 

van der Kolk, former Dean of the School of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical 

School, and leading researcher in the field, recently announced to his col-

leagues at a conference in Massachusetts that if they were not focused on the 

biological and neurological impacts of trauma, they would be unsuccessful in 

their treatment strategies. 4 Or, we could say as Peter Levine writes in, Waking 

the Tiger, Healing Trauma, that "the key to healing traumatic symptoms in 

humans is our physiology."
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    The following paper examines the phenomenon of trauma. It begins with a definition, 

moves into describing how and under what conditions trauma occurs, how trauma 

impacts people who experience it and finally how it can be healed. This analysis is 

grounded in a rich body of academic literature, fifteen years of academic study and

30 years of fieldwork involving individuals, organizations and communities affected

by trauma.
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      The key is that we understand that when faced with what is perceived 

as an overwhelming threat, we respond involuntarily which, " simply 

means that the physiological mechanism governing this response resides 

in the primitive, instinctual parts of our brains and nervous systems, and is 

not under our conscious control."5 What this demonstrates is that our 

psychological response is not primary, and is interwoven within a myriad 

of physiological factors that must be addressed.

 

     Traditional knowledge considers trauma as a straightforward psycho-

logical issue, and therefore as an issue that affects the emotional self of 

an affected individual. If this is the working assumption, strategies imple-

mented to deal with trauma will use traditional models of talk therapy. 

Trauma research indicates that such modalities alone will not work with 

more extreme conditions created by traumatic events. In order to work 

with these conditions, account must be taken of a multitude of intersect-

ing biological and neurological factors.6 

II. Neurological and Biological Impact of Trauma 

     The human body is wired to respond to external threats in three essen-

tial ways: to fight, to flee or to freeze. These responses are instinctual, and 

are initiated in the brain stem, or the amygdala. The brain stem is the 

smoke signal and circuit breaker of the brain. When a threat is perceived,

it goes directly to this part of the brain for response. The human brain is 

wired then to respond to perceived threat without thought or consider-

ation; it is wired to simply react. The entire nervous system organizes 

around the threat, and responds.

 

     If the threat is particularly severe, repeated, or continuous, this instinc-

tual response begins to calcify or harden. As a result of this process, 

energy pathways that when healthy are used as information highways to 

carry information to multiple parts of the brain and nervous system 
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become unused and thus weaken. Over time, as essential brain and ner-

vous system information pathways weaken, traumatized individuals begin 

to perceive a multiplicity of seemingly benign events in the world as life 

threatening. Thought patterns become deeply affected to the point where 

almost everything can be perceived as a potential threat7. Resultantly, to 

those suffering from trauma, the parts of the brain responsible for 

memory, critical thinking, consideration of the future and recognition of 

consequences for actions become more and more inaccessible.8 

     The process can be broken down in the following way: 

As the body organizes or mobilizes around a trauma response pattern,

the normal sending of information between the nervous system, the brain, 

the emotions, and the cognitive processing centers in the neocortex

becomes disrupted. This disruption can then create a myriad of unhealthy 

responses in the body and mind. At this point the mind/body/emotional 

system begins to function in a state of incongruity with the world. It begins 

to live in the word in a constant state of traumatization regardless of

present experience.

     A person diagnosed as traumatized, in the present moment, is no 

longer experiencing their trauma. Rather, their whole system has orga-

nized in such a way, as a result of the traumatic event or events, that ordi-

nary, non-threatening experiences are interpreted, systemically, as 

threats,9 They are perceived as threats, felt as threats, and responded to 

as threats even when, to the outside observer, they seem benign. Thus, a 

traumatized individual, responding incongruently in this way, will perceive 

and feel fear when there is no objective need to be afraid.10 

     When the system is acting incongruently, a series of predictable chang-

es in the individual occur. Trauma produces a powerful state of 

hyper-arousal in the body. Neural-pathways become locked in, and the 
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body looses many of its important cognitive and emotional resources. 

Thus, “normal” functioning becomes impossible. The body’s fight or flight 

process becomes a trait in the individual. In other words, these states, like 

the neuro-physio (mind and body) pathways they impact, calcify and 

harden into traits that take on the gravity of permanence.11,12

 

     In order to combat this state of hyper-arousal, the amygdala (reptillian 

or instinctual part of the brain) acts as the body’s circuit breaker and 

literally flips the switch, shutting down the state of hyper-arousal. The 

resulting condition is called disassociation. The affected individual disas-

sociates from present reality. The more chronic the trauma, the more 

chronic the disassociation, and in turn this state becomes a trait.

 

     In conclusion, we can see how research demonstrates that response to 

trauma is not a psychological phenomenon; it is a chemical cascade 

reaction that affects psychology and behavior. When working with individ-

uals and communities with trauma this understanding is our foundation, 

and it needs to guide our response strategies. 

III. Recovering From Trauma 

     Individuals cannot “think their way” through trauma, nor can they 

simply talk about their experiences and “get better”. Trauma is not a think-

ing process. Fight, flight, freeze and disassociation responses occur seven 

synapses before information even reaches the neocortex,13 or thinking 

parts of the brain. In the latest CAT-scan research, when trauma victims 

were triggered, the entire neocortex region of the brain went dark while the 

amygdala lit up. This research clearly illustrates the chronic and neuro 

physiological aspects of trauma and helps us to understand what appro-

priate healing strategies are going to look like.
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     First of all, the strategy must deal with the body. It must assist the

individual to process the information that is sent throughout the system

in a conscious and aware manner. This moving though the trauma 

involves mobilizing the energy generated by the trauma response into 

patterns that do not follow the traumatic cascade of hyper-arousal

and disassociation. 

     Strategies must train traumatized individuals to recognize when they 

are becoming symptomatic and to use a variety of tools to modify their 

responses. Over time, the pathways that have been neglected due to the 

traumatic state can be put back to use. Information can then be sent to 

the neocortex and other regions of the brain, and behavioral, thoughtful, 

emotional and creative capacities once lost can be restored. 

     Movement of the body is essential to movement of energy and 

information. Human beings, unlike other animals, do not naturally process 

and work through the massive energy charge created by traumatic 

events. Instead, each trauma leaves a mark on the nervous system

of the individual, which in the absence of good training, will slowly impact 

a number of known and unknown aspects of conscious and unconscious 

activity. 14

     Training the body is of the utmost importance when working to rebuild 

heavily traumatized individuals and communities. Long after the events 

that triggered the traumatization have passed, the affected individuals will 

still be living in a traumatized state.15

 

     In this state, it is ordinary for seemingly reasonable events and experi-

ences to be interpreted as threats, for cognitive and behavioral capacities 

to be severely limited and memories to be disjointed. The potential for 

building a base of new, non-violent and non-threatening experiences and 
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opportunities under these conditions is severely compromised. This means 

that even if a healthy and just infrastructure for the individual or the com-

munity is built, the trauma will live on.

 

     Individuals experiencing trauma live life in a chronic state of fight, flight 

or freeze, and suffer constantly from hyper-arousal of the nervous system. 

Many common coping strategies for this condition of life are unhealthy for 

the individual and for the community. Drug use may be the most common 

strategy as drugs soothe this hyper-arousal condition, and beyond the 

obvious physical, mental and emotional side affects, drug use intensifies 

states of disassociation that inhibits contact with the present.T It is also 

common for the traumatized individual to become highly volatile and/or 

extremely violent. Or, at the extreme end of the spectrum, they may feel 

like life is impossible to deal with and choose suicide. To such wounded 

individuals, the world can become a dark place full of innumerable threats 

long after the initial threat has passed. 

     Across the board, researchers in the fields of biology, neurology, psy-

chology, and psychiatry have found that leading edge recovery strategies 

necessarily equip trauma survivors with a wide array of creative tools and 

experience that:

 

a.) Help them to access buried emotional states and memories.

b.) Help them to disclose feelings and difficult experiences related to the 

trauma.

c.) Facilitate conditions for the healthy re-enactment and moving through 

of painful memories.

d.) Provide training in self-awareness, hot meditation and visualization 

tomove the energy of trauma through the body, and reengage deactivat-

ed neural processes.

e.) Arouse and consciously utilize physiological resources essential to 

integrating the traumatic material.
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     While these tools and experiences have been seen as "extras" in the 

rush to heal individuals, families, societies and communities, today these 

tools and experiences are essential to sustainable and meaningful recov-

ery programming. 

IV. Conclusion 

     At the deepest levels, trauma severely limits human creativity, imagina-

tion and cognitive capacities. The more chronic the exposure, the more 

severe the damage absorbed by body and mind. This fact poses great 

challenges to affected populations as well as outside helpers. The key is to 

maintain a heightened and vigilant attention of openness and awareness. 

The goal is to keep the pathways of creativity and imagination open as 

traumatic events threaten to shut them down, and to use this creativity 

and imagination to create programming and development strategies 

grounded in an understanding of trauma and traumatization.

     When we are unable to flow through trauma and complete instinctive 

responses, these incomplete actions often undermine our lives. Unre-

solved trauma can keep us excessively cautious and inhibited, or lead us 

around in ever-tightening circles of dangerous reenactment, victimiza-

tion, and unwise exposure to danger. We become the perpetual victims or 

therapy clients. Trauma can destroy the quality of our relationships and 

distort sexual experiences. Compulsive, perverse, promiscuous, and inhib-

ited sexual behaviors are common symptoms of trauma - not just sexual 

trauma. The effects of trauma can be pervasive and global or they can 

be subtle and elusive. When we do not resolve our traumas, we feel that 

we have failed, or that we have been betrayed by those we chose to help 

us. We need not blame this failure and betrayal on ourselves or others. 

The solution to the problem lies in increasing our knowledge about how to 

heal trauma. Peter Levine, Waking the Tiger, Healing Trauma, p.32
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biological and neurological impacts of trauma, they would be unsuccessful in 

their treatment strategies. 4 Or, we could say as Peter Levine writes in, Waking 

the Tiger, Healing Trauma, that "the key to healing traumatic symptoms in 

humans is our physiology."
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